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We show that interesting multigate circuits can be constructed using a postselected controlled-sign gate that
works with a probability s1/3dn, where n−1 is the number of controlled-sign gates in the circuit, rather than
s1/9dn−1, as would be expected from a sequence of such gates. We suggest some quantum information tasks
which could be demonstrated using these circuits, such as parity checking and cluster-state computation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The techniques of linear optical quantum computation
(LOQC) [1] can be used to implement nontrivial two-qubit
gates, nondeterministically, with linear optics and photon de-
tection. In principle these gates can be made heralded, how-
ever, the efficiency requirements on photon production and
detection to achieve this cannot presently be met [2]. Once
heralded gates are achieved (and assuming high efficiency
photon storage) a number of schemes for achieving deter-
ministic or near-deterministic operation have been proposed
[1,3,4]. In the interim there is considerable interest in the
construction of small scale circuits that can test the basic
principles of LOQC with reasonable success probabilities.
With this in mind, it is important to identify the most effi-
cient ways to construct said circuits.
Thus far there have been two demonstrations of
controlled-not (CNOT), or equivalently controlled-sign (CS)
gates using LOQC [5,6], both of which rely on postselection
via coincidence detection. The simpler of these [6] does not
require any auxiliary photon inputs and works with a prob-
ability of 1 /9 [7]. As a result this gate, which we will refer to
as a two-photon CS, is a good candidate for use in small
quantum circuits [8,9]. However, a success rate of 1 /9 rap-
idly becomes impractical when a few gates are needed, and a
better scaling would be a major advantage. In this paper we
describe a way of concatenating such gates so that a signifi-
cant scaling advantage is obtained. In the next section we
will describe the basic arrangements and the equivalent
quantum circuits. In Sec. III we will discuss some useful
circuits which can be built from these building blocks. We
conclude with Sec. IV.
II. MULTIPLE GATES
The key observation of this paper is that the sequence of
CS gates shown in Fig. 1 can be implemented, up to local
unitaries, in the coincidence basis, by a single optical circuit.
The probability of success of this circuit scales as s1/3dn,
where n is the number of qubits in the circuit, rather than the
s1/9dn−1 scaling which would occur if the circuit was con-
structed from a sequence of two-photon CS gates.
To show this we consider constructing the gate piece by
piece. The primary element is the basic two-photon CS gate
[7,10] shown in Fig. 2(a). Here the qubits are encoded as
shown as the presence in one of two modes of a single pho-
ton (dual rail logic). Thus a logical zero is u0lL= u01l, where
uijl is a two-mode state in which i is the occupation of the
upper mode [in Fig. 2(a)] and j is the occupation of the lower
mode. Similarly u1lL= u10l. The circuit produces the follow-
ing transformation on an arbitrary two-qubit input state:
a1u01lu01l + a2u01lu10l + a3u10lu01l + a4u10lu10l
→ 1
3
sa1u01lu01l + a2u01lu10l − a3u10lu01l + a4u10lu10ld ,
s1d
provided a single photon is found in each of the output qubits
(i.e., we reject events where one or more of the output qubits
does not contain a photon). We see that the action of the
circuit is to perform a CS gate in which the flipped element is
u1lLu0lL. This is represented graphically in Fig. 2(b) with a
solid dot representing the qubit that should be “1” and an
open dot representing the qubit that should be “0” for the flip
to occur. The probability that the gate will succeed is 1 /9.
This gate was demonstrated in [6].
We now consider adding another qubit to the circuit as
shown in Fig. 3(a). The circuit now produces the following
transformation on an arbitrary three-qubit input state:
FIG. 1. Quantum circuit consisting of n qubits in which all
nearest neighbors are linked by CS gates. In line with the normal
definition of CS gates, the solid balls indicate that the flipped com-
ponent is the u1,1lL element.
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a1u01lu01lu01l + a2u01lu10lu01l + a3u10lu01lu01l + a4u10lu10lu01l + a5u01lu01lu10l + a6u01lu10lu10l + a7u10lu01lu10l
+ a8u10lu10lu10l →
1
˛27s− a1u01lu01lu01l − a2u01lu10lu01l + a3u10lu01lu01l − a4u10lu10lu01l − a5u01lu01lu10l
+ a6u01lu10lu10l + a7u10lu01lu10l + a8u10lu10lu10ld . s2d
It is straightforward to show that this transformation is equivalent to the quantum circuit shown in Fig. 3(b). Notice that the
probability of success is 1 /27, which should be compared with a probability of success of 1 /92=1/81, which would be
achieved if two of the gates of Fig. 2(a) were placed in succession.
Finally, to make the trend clear, we consider adding another qubit to the gate as shown in Fig. 4(a). The circuit now
produces the following transformation on an arbitrary four-qubit input state:
a1u01lu01lu01lu01l + a2u01lu10lu01lu01l + a3u10lu01lu01lu01l + a4u10lu10lu01lu01l + a5u01lu01lu10lu01l + a6u01lu10lu10lu01l
+ a7u10lu01lu10lu01l + a8u10lu10lu10lu01l + a9u01lu01lu01lu10l + a10u01lu10lu01lu10l + a11uu10lu01lu01lu10l
+ a12u10lu10lu01lu10l + a13u01lu01u10lu10l + a14u01lu10lu10lu10l + a15u10lu01lu10lu10l + a16u10lu10lu10lu10l
→ 1˛81sa1u01lu01lu01lu01l + a2u01lu10lu01lu01l − a3u10lu01lu01lu01l + a4u10lu10lu01lu01l + a5u01lu01lu10lu01l
− a6u01lu10lu10lu01l − a7u10lu01lu10lu01l − a8u10lu10lu10lu01l + a9u01lu01lu01lu10l + a10u01lu10lu01lu10l
− a11u10lu01lu01lu10l + a12u10lu10lu01lu10l − a13u01lu01lu10lu10l + a14u01lu10lu10lu10l + a15u10lu01lu10lu10l
+ a16u10lu10lu10lu10ld . s3d
FIG. 3. (a) Optical circuit for two cascaded CS gates. All beam splitters have a reflectivity of 1 /3 and we adopt the convention that
reflection off the top of a beam splitter results in a p phase shift. The unlabeled inputs represent vacuum modes. (b) Equivalent qubit circuit
where the solid upper ball and open lower ball on the first CS gate indicates that the flipped component is the u1,0lL element, while the
inverse on the second CS gates indicates that the flipped component is the u0,1lL element. The open circle indicates a sign flip on the zeroth
element of the indicated qubit.
FIG. 2. (a) Optical circuit for the basic CS gate. All beam splitters have a reflectivity of 1 /3 and we adopt the convention that reflection
off the top of a beam splitter results in a p phase shift. The unlabeled inputs represent vacuum modes. (b) Equivalent qubit circuit where the
solid upper ball and open lower ball on the CS gate indicates that the flipped component is the u1,0lL element.
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Again, it is straightforward (if not somewhat tedious) to
show that this transformation is equivalent to the quantum
circuit shown in Fig. 4(b). The trend is now clear: adding an
extra qubit to the optical circuit links an additional qubit to
the quantum circuit via a controlled-sign operation with a
local sign change also applied. This produces a circuit that is
locally equivalent to the circuit of Fig. 1. The probability of
success scales as s1/3dn, where n is the number of qubits, as
claimed earlier. In the next section we consider some inter-
esting demonstration circuits that can be built using this tech-
nique.
III. CIRCUITS
Although the optical arrangements discussed in the previ-
ous section produce only specific circuits, these are quite
useful circuits. We briefly discuss some quantum information
tasks that could be demonstrated using the basic arrangement
of the previous section. (Note that, of course, all these cir-
cuits only work nondeterministically and only in the coinci-
dence basis.)
GHZ production and detection. The circuit depicted in
Fig. 5 will produce all eight maximally entangled three-
particle Greenberger, Horne, and Zeilinger (GHZ) states [11]
as a function of the eight possible computational state ar-
rangements at the input. For example, if the computational
state u1lLu1lLu1lL is sent into the circuit the GHZ state
u1lLu1lLu0lL− u0lLu0lLu1lL is produced. The probability of suc-
cess is 1 /27. Just as interestingly, if run in reverse, this cir-
cuit can distinguish all eight GHZ states by disentangling
FIG. 5. Optical circuit for producing GHZ states. All beam split-
ters have a reflectivity of 1 /3, except those labeled “1/2.” We adopt
the convention that reflection off the top of a beam splitter results in
a p phase shift. The unlabeled inputs represent vacuum modes.
FIG. 6. Optical circuit for demonstrating parity checking. The
ancilla qubit uM1l is prepared in the u1lL state. If the qubits (uQ1l
and uQ2l) are in an even-parity state the ancilla qubit will not be
flipped. If the qubits are in an odd-parity state the ancilla qubit will
be flipped. “p” indicates a p phase shift. All beam splitters have a
reflectivity of 1 /3, except those labeled “1/2.” We adopt the con-
vention that reflection off the top of a beam splitter results in a p
phase shift. The unlabeled inputs represent vacuum modes.
FIG. 4. (a) Optical circuit for three cascaded CS gates. All beam splitters have a reflectivity of 1 /3 and we adopt the convention that
reflection off the top of a beam splitter results in a p phase shift. The unlabeled inputs represent vacuum modes. (b) Equivalent qubit circuit
where the solid upper ball and open lower ball on the first CS gate indicates that the flipped component is the u1,0lL element, while the
inverse on the second and third CS gates indicates that the flipped component is the u0,1lL element. The open circles indicate sign flips on
the zeroth elements of the indicated qubits.
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them into the eight orthogonal computational qubit arrange-
ments.
Parity checking. The circuit depicted in Fig. 6 can mea-
sure the parity of a two-qubit state of definite parity nonde-
structively. An even-parity state will not flip the value of the
ancilla qubit, while an odd-parity state will. This can be used
to demonstrate a simple form of bit-flip error correction [9].
For example, suppose we prepare the even-parity state
au0,0lL+bu1,1lL. If a bit-flip error occurs on one of the
qubits then the state will become odd parity. The parity
checking circuit will thus identify if a bit-flip has occurred.
Regardless of the outcome of the parity measurement the
superposition is preserved.
Cluster states. Recently, Raussendorf and Briegel have
suggested a cluster-state model for quantum computation
[12]. Nielsen has suggested that LOQC quantum computa-
tion is more easily implemented based on this model [4].
Any evolution of a single qubit can be simulated by: (i)
preparing a string of qubits all in the states u0lL+ u1lL, (ii)
linking each nearest neighbor by CS gates, and then (iii) mea-
suring the single qubits in the string in sequence. The mea-
surement basis chosen for each qubit depends on the single
qubit unitaries one wishes to simulate and the result of the
measurement of the preceding qubit. Each qubit measure-
ment simulates the unitary evolution Hˆ Rˆ sZ ,ud, where Hˆ is
the Hadamard transformation defined by Hˆ u0l→ u0l
+ u1l ,Hˆ u1l→ u0l− u1l, and Rˆ sZ ,ud is a z rotation defined by
Rˆ sZ ,udu0l→ u0l, Rˆ sZ ,udu1l→eiuu1l. An arbitrary single qubit
unitary can be simulated using a four-qubit cluster state and
three measurements.
Figure 7 depicts how a single qubit cluster-state evolution
might be demonstrated. For simplicity we consider the arbi-
trary x rotation, Rˆ sX ,ud=Hˆ Rˆ sZ ,udHˆ , which can be achieved
with a three-qubit cluster state and two measurements. The
top qubit is prepared in some arbitrary state. A cluster state is
then formed by applying our CS circuit to the arbitrary qubit
and two other qubits prepared in diagonal states. The idea is
then to simulate the single qubit x rotation via measurement.
The upper qubit is measured first in the diagonal basis:
uD1l= u0lL+ u1lL, uD2l=−u0lL+ u1lL [13]. If the outcome is
D1, then the middle qubit is measured in the phase rotated
basis: uR1sudl= u0lL+exp iuu1lL, uR2sudl=−u0lL+exp iuu0lL.
If the outcome is D2, then the middle qubit is measured in
the phase antirotated basis: uR1sudl= u0lL+exp− iuu1lL,
uR2sudl=−u0lL+exp− iuu1lL. After these measurements the
state of the lower qubit is the same as that of the original
qubit, but rotated about x by an angle u. However, the effec-
tive computational basis of the qubit depends on the out-
comes of the measurements in the following way: (i)
D1,R1sud: the original computational basis. (ii) D1,R2sud:
bit flip of the original computational basis. (iii) D2,R1s−ud:
phase flip of the original computational basis. (iv) D2,
R2s−ud: bit flip and phase flip of the original computational
basis.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have discussed the construction of multiqubit, multi-
entangling gate circuits in optics. We have shown that by
using a concatenated circuit, multiple two-qubit gates can be
applied with improved success probability. We have shown
that the resulting circuits can be used to demonstrate inter-
esting quantum tasks, such as GHZ state production and
analysis, parity checking, and simple cluster-state computa-
tion.
For clarity we have described gate construction in terms
of spatially dual rail qubits however, obviously, any imple-
mentation would also exploit the polarization degree of free-
dom for encoding and manipulating the qubits. Indeed, be-
cause of the symmetry of the proposed gates, techniques
similar to those used in Ref. [6] should be adaptable to the
proposed gates.
Although, because of their nondeterministic and coinci-
dent nature the proposed gates are not scalable, the experi-
ments suggested here can demonstrate the basic principles
and should reveal much about the challenges that will be
faced by the scalable gates, which will follow when technol-
ogy allows. It is possible that the basic principle used here of
concatenating gates to improve their performance may be
applicable in other scenarios.
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FIG. 7. Optical circuit for demonstrating a
simple cluster state (see text for description). “p”
indicates a p phase shift. All beam splitters have
a reflectivity of 1 /3, except those labeled “1/2.”
We adopt the convention that reflection off the
top of a beam splitter results in a p phase shift.
The unlabeled inputs represent vacuum modes.
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